
Thank you very much for purchasing one 

of my patterns!! 
 

I really hope you will enjoy making this project. I did my best to 

describe the instructions and include as many photos as possible. If you 

still find any part of the pattern unclear or would like an advise, please 

contact me on info@oliven.co.uk 

 

I’d really love to see your version of this 3D Roses in the garden cushion, 

so if you’d like to share it and inspire others, please post your photo on 

our Facebook page or email it to me: 

www.facebook.com/olivenpatchwork 

 

If you’d like to see my new projects and find out about new patterns 

and free tutorials you can follow my blog:  

www.journeywitholiven.wordpress.com 

 

For more patterns, my textile art and quilts for sale visit my Etsy shop 

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/OliVenTextiles 

 

 

 

 

Designer Vendulka BATTAIS  

From www.oliven.co.uk 

  

 

Please use this pattern to make the item for yourself, your 

loved ones or for sale on craft sales, Etsy etc.  

Please do not copy, publish, sell, redistribute or alter the 

pattern in any way.  

If you would like to recommend these instructions or share 

your creations, please mention my name and link to my 

website www.oliven.co.uk.   

Thank you for your understanding. 
 

These photos and instructions are copy right  

Vendulka Battais at OliVen.  

mailto:info@oliven.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/olivenpatchwork
http://www.journeywitholiven.wordpress.com/
http://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/OliVenTextiles
http://www.oliven.co.uk/
http://www.olliven.co.uk/


3D Roses in the Garden 
Cushion by Vendulka Battais 

Size 12” x 24” / 30 x 60 cm 



REQUIREMENT LIST: 

4 fabrics for the flowers – long quarter of each 

Background fabric- green – 40 cm 

Stem and leaves - darker green – long quarter 

Backing - 35cm of the width or Fat Quarter 

Bondaweb 6” square 

Medium weight iron on interfacing 12” x 24”  

Threads matching the colours of the flowers and leaves 

Cushion filler 30x60cm (12”x24”)     

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
30” x 7 ½” rectangle for the bottom half 

24 ½” x 6 ½” rectangle for the top half 

Stem and leaves fabric: 
First cut binding – 2 strips of the width of the fabric 1 ¼” wide 

Then cut several strips on the bias ¾” wide at least 8” long 
Cut two squares 6”  
Flower fabrics: 
Rip approx. 1” wide strips of the width of the fabric for the 

flowers (one strip of the width of the fabric per flower) 

Back of the cushion: 

12 ½” x 20” rectangle 

12 ½” x 7 ½” rectangle 

  
BUILDING STEMS: 
1. Start with 30” x 7 ½” rectangle of the background fabric. Working from the right 

side, using a rotary cutter cut a gentle curve about 1 ½” - 2” from the edge. (Fig 1) 

2. Take the bias cut strip ¾” wide and sew it to one of the curves. You can pin it if you 

wish, but the easiest is just to keep lining it up and curving it around the edge as 

you go. (Fig 2) Sew with ¼” seam allowance. 

3. Press the seams to one side; add the other side of the curve, keeping up the top 

edges of the background fabric levelled  - red circle on Fig 3. 
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5. Continue adding the stems in the same way; 

keep the distance around 2” apart and keep 

changing the shape of the curve (Fig 4).  

6. Towards the end of the strip keep checking 

your length, you will need the strip to be 24 ½” 

long and you don’t want to have the first and 

last stem too close to the edge.   

7. When you have all the stems in place, trim the 

fabric to 24 ½” x 6 ½”.  

8. Add the other same sized piece of the 

background fabric and sew together on their 

longer edge.  

 

9. Using the cushion top as a 

template cut a piece of 

interfacing of the same size  

      (24 ½” x 12 ½”) and iron it on 

the back of the cushion top. 

(Fig 5) This will give it more 

strength for adding the 

flowers and leaves.   

SEWING ON FLOWERS: 

1. For nice raw edge of the flowers it is 

best to just rip the fabrics into 1” 

strips. If you wish to have more 

neater look, you can cut them into 

2” strips and fold them in half.  

2. Use a double length of strong thread 

in a colour matching your flower and 

sew five long stitches radiating from 

a centre point. (Fig 6) Don’t tighten 

them too much keep them bit loose; 

each stitch should be about 1 ½” 

long.    

3. Take one end of the strip of fabric for the flower and sew it near the centre 

point of the stitches to secure it in place – don’t cut off the thread, let it loose 

hanging at the back of your work, you will need it later on to secure the other 

end of the strip.   

4. You can use a large eyed  tapestry needle or a bodkin to thread the end of the 

fabric strip through or just weave the end of the fabric on its own clockwise or 

anticlockwise (direction doesn’t make any difference) The uneven number of 

stitches (5) you are weaving through makes you go under the stitch where you 

have gone over in the previous round.  

 

FIG 4 
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5. Keep weaving all the way round (Fig 7).  

6. For the end of the strip lift your “petals”, 

tuck the end of the strip underneath and 

secure with couple of stitches. 

7. Start sewing the flowers around the ends 

of the stems and build them up keeping 

margin about a ½” along the edge of the 

cushion for the seam. 

8. Make as many flowers as you like, 

spreading your colours in a random 

manner.  

FIG 7 

BACKING AND BINDING: 

I prefer to use single binding on the 

cushion as it gives more strength to 

the corners,  holds them up and 

adds nice frame to the cushion.  

1. Prepare your backing pieces: 

fold ¼” twice on one edge and 

topstitch in place to neaten up 

the edge. Use the diagram (Fig 

8) to know which edges to sew. 

2. Place the cushion top RIGHT SIDE DOWN on your table, place the two backing 

pieces RIGHT SIDE UP overlapping them with the neatened ups edges.  

3. Pin in place and add binding as usual.  

4. Finish your binding as you are used to. 

5. The overlapped edges will now open up to insert your cushion filler.  

FIG 8 
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